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Abstract: Web personalization is the process that tailors the content of the web site according to user requirement by

using the knowledge acquired from user navigational behavior on the site. Web personalization is found to be

advantageous in decreasing the information overload which is one of the most vital problems. This has been seen

through the prism of providing an aid to search engine for efficient information retrieval. Nowadays this has become

an important domain and is being examined from both research front and commercial front. A survey that introduces

how web mining and its various forms assist in achieving personalization along with its various approaches,

functionalities and applications is presented in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The ceaseless development in the size and utilization of World Wide Web forces new techniques for outline and

advancement of online data administrations. The substance on the Web in different fields is quickly expanding

and the requirement for distinguishing and recovering the content precisely in light of the requirements of the

clients is more than required. An efficient tool is required to access the web page which matches with the request

of the user. Search engine is such kind of information retrieval tool that acts as a link between user request and

response provided to him by World Wide Web. As the user hits a query in web search engine, it produces the

results in the form of hyperlinks which ranges from several hundreds to thousands and arranged in the form of

search engine result pages. Now it becomes a tedious task for user to scroll down through all the web pages in

search of his most relevant document matches with the query. To minimize all these difficulties personalization

came as a rescuer. Most Web structures are extensive and entangled and clients frequently miss the objective of

their request, or get uncertain results when they attempt to explore through them. In this way, the necessity for

foreseeing client needs keeping in mind the end goal to enhance the ease of use and client maintenance of a Web

webpage can be tended to by personalizing it.
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Personalization is defined as a task that reorganizes the information provided by the web site according to

the requirement of the user by utilizing the information gained from user navigational behavior along with

content and structure of web site. Personalization important step is to collect the user information explicitly or

implicitly and then using that information to predict which content will be of importance to user and the deliver

accordingly [12]. Personalization process modifies the content of the web site according to the user preference.

The outcomes of the process of personalization may be seen in the form of suggestions provided by the pages to

the user, spotting the important hyperlinks and creation of user specific web pages [20].

Most of the time the term customization and personalization are used interchangeably. It is important to

distinguish between them at this point of time. Customization of web pages handles the reorganization of the

web sites according to user preference. In this process users are the master of the process as customization is

performed manually or semi automatically. Whereas on the other hand personalization is a complete automatic

process that provides the user tailored content dynamically. As a result customization is considered as a static

process and personalization is dynamic in nature [11].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is literature review that describes about the work

done in the past about personalization Web Personalization and its approaches are explained in section III.

Various functions performed by personalization are explained in section IV and conclusion is given in section V.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

The personalization of web focuses on the individual interest of the user. The content present on the web is

moulded according to the taste of the web user. Web personalization has gained a lot of importance in E-

commerce. As nowadays the business has turned itself into electronic form so the competition among organisation

has also increased. In order to deliver the most valuable customer satisfaction, personalization of the website

acts as a trump card. It has become beneficial for both the user and the organisation. From user perspective it

helps in improving the user experience on the web site and from organisation it helps in learning the customer

requirements in much better ways as well as also plays an important role in knowing about the future trends and

increasing the customer loyalty towards the products and services. The importance of web personalization in E-

Government services has been described by the authors in [1] and they have also emphasized on how the users

will react to acceptance of information technology in E-Government domain. Behavioural intention of user is

conjoined with the personalization and its influence on the user is studied by incorporating certain modifications

in the UTAUT2 model. A theoretical model that studies various success measures in web personalization is

proposed in [2]. Web developer used three strategies to provide the personalized content on the web that includes:

gaining data through customized Site, giving individual points of interest on the customized Website (e.g. filling

on the web frame for enlistment on web based business Website), and exploring through customized Site. One

feature that the personalized system needs to be compliant with is the privacy feature of user. As personalization

deals with personal information of the user, sometime user did not feel comfortable in providing their private

details. So in this situation they are not able to take the full advantage of personalization. A novel approach has

been proposed in [3] which are more flexible, scalable and systematic towards privacy concerns of the users.

The model proposed is PLA based and concentrates on the architectural aspect of the privacy and does not hold

any control on the method of collecting the user data. Another personalization model specific to work on

personalizing the user query results has been introduced in [4]. Authors have presented a formal scoring model

based on generated languages that can incorporate the user interest in various kinds of probabilistic scoring

model. A semantic search engine model, NAGA has been used as standard model and enhancements are made

on this model. The evaluation performed showed the enhanced results. The concept of ontology has been introduced

in the process of web personalization [5] to make its results more semantically enhanced and improve the

recommendation results. A concept graph has been used for ontology and it keeps on updating with every new

session added. This model of ontology based conceptual graph compared with other flat models and experimental
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results proved that it is better. It has been observed that context of the user behaviour varies from one visit of web

page to another. Therefore a need of more adaptive and flexible mechanism for personalization has aroused.

Authors have developed personalization architecture as a part of IKUM project [6] which utilizes web mining,

personalization, content management to provide more suitable recommendations. A survey on how web usage

mining is used for incorporating personalization has been done in [7]. Web Usage mining serves as a very

important basis for personalization travelling through the road of data collection then pre processing it and

finding the patterns and performing post processing of knowledge. Based on web usage mining a framework has

been proposed in [8] which is specific to provide automatic recommendations in e-learning systems. In this

framework recommendation is performed in two phases: first is modelling phase which is performed offline and

second is recommendation phase that is performed in real time. In modelling phase pre processing of data is

performed and several operations results into the generation of learner and content models then these models are

used to provide the recommendations according to the student needs. Two metrics precision and recall have

been used for evaluation of framework and it has been found that recommendation threshold reaches is better

than previous strategies used. Another important factor that is considered to be of importance in personalization

system is scalability. To achieve this, a framework based on association rule mining based on usage data has

been proposed in [9]. To recommend the items a data structure have been used to store the frequent item set and

then these frequent item sets serves as an input to recommendation engine. The output in the form of

recommendations is generated by matching the current user activity with the discovered patterns. Experimental

evaluation has been performed on real data sets and the proposed approach is found to be more effective than

previously used collaborative filtering approaches. One of the drawbacks associated with the collaborative filtering

approach has been their dependence on the user feedback for providing recommendations and also the data

sparsity problem. To deal with both the above problems a cross domain triadic model has been proposed by

authors [10]. The triadic factors that are considered include user-item-domain relationship. Triadic relationship

helped in not losing the domain specific information and the experiment was performed on two real world

datasets and the result found to be more valuable. Nowadays it has been found that web personalization has been

gaining a great importance not only in research area but also in enterprises. A survey on how web mining is used

for achieving personalization has been presented in [11]. The main steps include profiling of user, analysis of

logs, acquisition of information, management of content and web site publishing. The detail of all these steps

and tools used for providing personalization has been discussed by author in his study.

3. WEB PERSONALIZATION AND ITS APPROACHES

The thought for personalizing the web content arises to eliminate the problem of information overload on World

Wide Web. It deals with delivering only that data which fulfils the needs of user. By doing so it helps in achieving

the customer loyalty towards a particular web site. Personalization performs the function of providing a user

friendly environment to customer and makes a strong and trustworthy relationship between customer and web

sites [7]. Due to the importance of personalization a number of approaches have been proposed to achieve the

personalization. With the perspective of architecture and algorithm web personalization systems falls into five

different categories such as rule based systems, collaborative filtering systems, content based systems, hybrid

personalization systems and web usage mining based systems. These approaches helps in achieving the web

personalization and a brief overview of these are explained in this section.

2.1. Rule based Filtering systems

Rule based personalization system depends on the decision rules for recommending items to users. Decision

rules can be generated manually or automatic. A list of questions is asked by the user based on demographic,

psychographic and other details. In this rules are utilized and act as deciding factor for presenting personalized

content to users. The variety of decision rules depends upon the type of organisation, sometimes they are domain

dependent. System engineers are responsible for constructing domain specific rule base. The disadvantage of
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this type of systems is that as demographic details are considered for rule base construction, they are found to be

less accurate. Another bottleneck is related to knowledge engineering and static user profiles [7]..

2.2. Content based Filtering systems

Content based filtering is an information retrieval technique that performs the prediction about user interest

according to his last time behavior on the web site [12]. This technique assumes that users past behavior will

serve as a building block for his future interest. It makes the decision about user behavior current behavior by

considering the content accessed by him in his previous interaction with the web site. This approach is usually

applied on text based features extracted from web pages or description of the products. It depends upon user’s

expression of interest in any item. Document modeling techniques serves as a basis for this in these systems. It

performs by matching the similarity between item based profile and content based user profile and results into

recommendation of top n items that has highest similarity index [13]. The limitations with which these systems

suffer with include the consideration of only textual features by the system while the web is unstructured and

heterogeneous in nature. Other areas in which these systems are limited to are new user issues and overspecialized

recommendations [14].

2.3. Collaborative Filtering systems

Collaborative filtering based recommendation systems are considered to be one of the most successful

recommendation system [19]. These systems provide the recommendation on the basis of the interest of the

neighbor of the customer having the similar likes about the products. It works by forming a database that

contains the rating of customer about a long list of products [22]. It then computes the similarity between users

and then recommends the product to a target user on the basis of interest of a similar user or neighbor. The

advantage of this type of system is their freedom from considering the features of item. Collaborative filtering

Figure 1: Approaches of Web Personalization
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systems are divided into two categories: memory based system and model based system. Memory based system

depends upon measuring similarity between target user and historical user. A number of similarity measures are

used to establish the relationship among target user and historical user. One of the main techniques used to

achieve this is k nearest neighbor. It is suitable in the cases where prediction is performed on the dynamic data.

Model based approach depends upon machine learning algorithms which are clustering, classification and

dimensionality reduction. This approach works by constructing the model which simplifies the relationship

between user and item and model is applied when prediction is required to be made [12]. Two main problems

with which the collaborative approach suffers includes sparsity based problems and scalability problem. Many

other approaches have been proposed to overcome these limitations.

2.4. Web Usage Mining based systems

The field of Web Mining is encouraged from the Data Mining. Web Mining makes use of various techniques of

data mining on to the data present on websites of web [18]. In this web is scanned and exploited in search of

useful patterns which can be used to further enhance the user experience on the web. Web Mining is categorized

into three different parts: Web Content Mining, Web Structure Mining and Web Usage Mining [16]. Web Content

Mining is defined as extraction of web pages on the basis of content present on the web pages. In this the data in

various forms such as text, image, audio, video, hyperlinks etc are considered as raw information for extraction.

Web Structure Mining considers the structure of the web site as the main source data. It discovers the information

underlying link structure on the web. Web Usage Mining concentrates on the pattern in which the web is used by

user [21]. This usage pattern is saved in the log files and various other sources such as server access logs, proxy

server logs, cookies, browser logs etc of the web and then these log files are utilized as the raw material for usage

based extraction [17]. The logs of web server contain all the information regarding usage of the web. Conventionally

Web Usage Mining was established to fulfill the aim of achieving the decision making by market analyst who

Figure2: Web Usage Mining based Personalization
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strive for business intelligence or by web site administrator to reorganize their sites and improve the user experience

of the site. Later it has been found that web usage mining can serve as a very important mechanism for

personalization. It serves as a very relevant tool for achieving the personalization. Web usage mining based

personalization [12] begins with the collection of web data from web logs and user profiles. Then the pre-

processing phase begins that result into much cleaner and processed data. After that logs are analyzed and

pattern discovery and evaluation is performed. Till this phase all the working is performed in offline mode.

Finally the recommendation is performed online and in real time to mediate between the user and web. The

overall process of web usage based personalization is shown in figure 2.

2.5. Hybrid based systems

Several approaches that has been used for personalization consists of their own pros and cons. So more than one

approach is taken and their advantages are exploited in the case of hybrid approach for personalization. Most of

the time a combination of collaborative filtering and content based approach is taken into consideration [23].

There are seven categories in which hybridization techniques are divided [15]. First is weighted in which the

weight of the prediction made by each approach that has been taken is calculated and then final prediction is

made by considering all the weights. Second is switched in which more emphasis is given to one technique at a

time for making the predictions. Third is known as mixed which makes separate recommendation of the item on

the basis of all the techniques used. Fourth is feature combination in which a single algorithm for recommendation

is developed by utilizing all the approaches those have been considered. Fifth technique is cascade in which the

outcome of one technique is fine tune by another technique. Feature augmentation is the sixth technique where

result of one approach is serves as input to another. Last is Meta level in which an overall model is generated by

one recommendation technique and than that model is used by another recommendation technique.

3. FUNCTIONS OF WEB PERSONALIZATION

Broadly there are four generic categories in which the functionality of personalization can be classified into [7].

The range of functions performed can begin from simply providing user salutation to more complicated delivery

of personalized content. Overall the task performed by personalization can be divided into four classes i.e.

memorization, guidance customization and task performance support and a hierarchy of classes and their examples

is shown in the fig3.

Memorization- This class of function deals with simply remembering the user information by storing in its

memory. The information can be user browsing history or its name and when user returns to the site this information

is utilized for depicting the user interests. Examples of memorization includes first is user salutation in which

web site welcomes the user by displaying his name along with a welcome note, second is bookmarking in which

web site bookmarks all the pages that have been accessed by user in the past and display the bookmarked page

to him in present and third is personalized access rights for distinguishing among authorised user and general

user.

Guidance- This is the second class in the hierarchy of function and this helps the user by recommending

his interest pages quickly. It provides the direction to the path of reaching to needed information. The examples

include Recommendation of hyperlinks and user tutoring which is provided by adding explanatory stuff to the

web site.

Customization- This is one of the most important functions which are performed by personalization. This

works by transforming the web site in the form of content, structure and usage according to the will of the user.

There are five examples of customization first is personalized layout which changes the way how a web site

looks by making transformation in its colour, layout or locale information. Second example includes customization

of content in which the length or description of content present on the web site depends upon user interest in the
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content. Third is customization of hyperlinks in which hyperlinks are added or moved according to user which

also affects the overall structure of the web site. Fourth example is related to personalize pricing scheme in

which your loyalty with a web site can win you the discount from the company and fifth example deals with

modifying a product as a specialized solution for user and this is known as personalized product differentiation.

Task Performance Support- In this category of function personalization is so modernized that sometimes it

can work on user behalf also in performing some routine task like sending an email etc. Its example includes

personalized errands which deal with doing simple task such as downloading an item to more complex task.

Personalized query completion helps in improving the information retrieval by completing the query presented

by user and last example which is personalize negotiation requires a high degree of sophistication to participate

in place of user in auctions.

4. CONCLUSION

Web personalization is an advanced domain which deals with tailoring the content according to user’s requirement.

In this survey a brief description of various approaches of reaching to personalization is presented which can

always be enhanced and improved. The survey aims to provide the knowledge about the personalization how it

is achieved and what are all the functionalities performed by it. The personalization goal is to improve the

information retrieval and provide the user friendly environment according to the needs of particular user. It

considers every customer as an individual entity and provides the content to him specific to his needs. Web

personalization has gained a great momentum nowadays in both research field as well as industries. A lot of

advancement has happened but still many topics are open for more enhanced versions such as modelling of user

context, incorporations of technologies like user profiling, web content acquisition and management has not yet

been proposed. Also how semantic can enhance the users experience needs to be explored further.

Figure 3: Functions of Web Personalization
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